
Sharpen your focus
Stay one step ahead of buyers and keep your deal on track with Datasite Diligence analytics. 
Gauge bidder engagement, monitor team progress, and identify potential issues quickly using 
our easy-to-understand visuals. 

Skip countless reformatting hours with our flexible filters, download options, custom templates,  
and report scheduling features. Instead, focus on closing that deal.

Datasite Diligence
analytics

Monitor deal progress
  Measure headway with visuals showing user login activity, document 

access status, and content change history.

  Track team productivity with permissions, Q&A, and redaction dashboards. 
See instantly how many documents have been redacted, questions answered, 
and more.

Drive a more competitive bidding process
  Profile buyer activity, instantly, by logins, top searches,  

documents accessed and read, and more. Then action.

  Gauge true interest using factors like time-to-data room 
engagement after events like pitch meetings or new  
document uploads.

  Spot critical activity changes. Identify the signs of a slowing  
deal with a fall-off in log-ins. Or detect buyer team turnover  
with a document-search surge. 

Send status reports, your way
  Download dashboards as PDF or CSV, or share PDFs directly 

via email. You can even schedule dashboards to be emailed 
at set times, and put the whole thing on automatic.

  Create a custom dashboard template and skip hours of 
reformatting time. Pick the data that matters to you, and  
brand with your logo, colors, and fonts.
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Access to  
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support in 
11 languages
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Capture actionable intelligence from every angle
Arm your team with multiple dashboards to gain insight into all aspects of the state of deal play. Customize to your needs. Export, or 
send on your own schedule. 

  Buyer engagement 
Track your buyers by key activity metrics and trends.

  Datasite Diligence 
See your deal status distilled; summary view includes 
logins, top searches, documents, and engagement metrics.

  Documents 
Track transaction progress through a document lens.  
View who’s accessed what, and for how long, to assess 
interest and identify trouble spots.

  Users 
Follow user behavior. Drill down to see who is active and 
who hasn’t even logged in. Filter by role, user email, date range, 
user name, and company.

  Content 
Monitor content change history, including author dates of changes, 
change type, and more. Use filters for more focused analysis.

  Redaction  
Find out instantly how many documents have been redacted or are 
in draft, by redactor, folder, and content name.

  Q&A  
Learn what questions buyers have asked. Identify key concerns 
and respond quickly and accurately to everyone who has asked 
the same question.

  Permissions 
Triple-check sensitive information is correctly permissioned by 
user and role with this comprehensive view.

Our dashboards include:


